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Anna Winteler is exceptional, not just in the Swiss video and performance scene. Born in Lausanne in
1954, as a young woman she completed training in music and in dance in particular. Subsequently
she went to London, Cannes, Stuttgart and Paris in the early 1970s before she moved to Basel in
1978. Winteler’s very first video work Le Petit Déjeuner sur la Route d’après Manet from 1979 drew
significant attention. Placing herself in front of the lens, the artist walks, in the early hours of the
morning, in a line from Basel’s Mittleren Rheinbrücke to the Wettsteinbrücke bridges, upstream and
against the current, dispensing with her strikingly feminine clothing as she does so.
The body and its movements in a space are indeed the key topics that define Anna Winteler’s
practice. The body becomes a system of coordinates for her, as well as a point of orientation within a
spatial situation, inside or outside; it provides above and below, right and left. In Winteler’s work the
female body is not an erotic and fragile thing that must be shown and recorded; instead with each
step and action the body must maintain its balance and must, at the same time, be drawn towards its
physical limits. A body that defines itself, that moves confidently, which falls, stands up again, falls
again and fails – but which remains intact. The body measures space through movement and makes
the space its own in the process. Mountain ranges slide into corporal landscapes. Discours des
Montagnes à la Mere / Speech from the Mountains to the Sea – to the Mother: the camera observes
the whole, or is directed to parts like the torso, the head or the hands, which carry out everyday
movements like pouring and drinking tea, lying down gently and touching each other, only to strike
the wall in the next instant.
Any given work by Anna Winteler is based on a precise concept, though they are not rehearsed,
repeated or indeed corrected. The shooting location, the people acting – generally alone – in front of
the camera, the setting and the camera movement which either she or a camera operator, often
Reinhard Manz, deals with – are defined once. There are scarcely any edits. The experience of real
time is essential in Anna Winteler’s video works, not least so that this physical element is accessible
to the viewer. Often a subject is parsed in several works before she moves on to a new one. It seems
logical that she does not repeat herself. There is no look backwards.
Since she began her practice, Anna Winteler has never been interested in developing a recognisable,
repeating signature style. This is reflected in her career, which does not accord with the customary,
formal artist’s biography but instead follows its own internal logic. There are videos, dance, body
works and performances. The fact that Winteler turned away from active art production in the 1990s
but nonetheless continued her intense work with the body seems more of a logical consequence than
a rupture. Over the period from 1979 to 1991 about 30 major video works were created, almost like
an eruption, accompanied by numerous live performances such as the Holzperformance (Wood
Performance) which she realised in Basel, Zurich and also in various locations in Germany. The broad
appreciation for Anna Winteler’s work is in part due to her own active personality. Her radical yet
deliberate works are attentively followed by the public, and by other artists in particular,
internationally and across different disciplines.
The reason why Anna Winteler’s works are both specifically meaningful and of contemporary
relevance lies in the engagement with video and with the body in particular which she maintains to
this day. This is particularly significant in light of the ongoing discourse around the body, selfdetermination and being able to experience the world through one’s own body.
A survey of Anna Winteler’s extensive video work from the late 1970s to the early 1990s has, till now,
been wanting. Now seems like a particularly opportune moment to honour this work in the form of an
exhibition and an accompanying publication. Nearly all the relevant video works could be transferred
to digital media and prepared for display. Anna Winteler herself was involved in this survey, opening
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her entire video and photographic archive and facilitating this exhibition, which is both retrospective
and a look to the future, through her deep engagement. A fortuitous additional element came about
with the involvement of artist Käthe Walser, who has known Anna Winteler as a colleague since the
1980s and who has significantly assisted in the realisation of several exhibitions. Personally, I have
known Anna Winteler’s work for just a few years, and only as I do now since this exhibition project
began. Our collaboration has created the particular appeal of the whole project. Instead of
reconstructing the past, here in the foreground stands the possibility of contemporary, tangible
experience, without doing away with actually presenting the works. Our aim was to reveal Anna
Winteler’s work to a generation who have long not been able to access her work from a
contemporary perspective, in light of current-day concerns. At the same time, we wanted to uncover
new perspectives for those who have known the work well since the 1980s. This we wanted to
achieve while doing justice to a person who is indisputably one of the most important Swiss video
and performance artists, and to her work.
(Text excerpt from catalogue introduction by Ines Goldbach)
Curators: Käthe Walser, artist, and Ines Goldbach
The exhibition and catalogue have been generously supported by Ernst und Olga Gubler-Hablützel
Stiftung, Tweaklab, Grönlandbasel and the Canton de Vaud as well as, in particular, the Sophie und
Karl Binding Stiftung that has included the forthcoming publication in the Binding Sélection d’Artistes
series. We would equally like to thank the lender Vögele Collection, Pfäffikon. The book launch is
planned for mid-April. Authors included in the publication include Jacqueline Burckhardt, Erich
Busslinger, Christoph Gallio, Ines Goldbach, Esther Maria Jungo, Monica Klingler, Reinhard Manz,
René Pulfer, Hinrich Sachs, Ines Tondar, Käthe Walser and Anna Winteler. Details of the extensive
programme of events and educational activities can be found on our website kunsthausbaselland.ch,
our digital newsletter and the current exhibition flier.
List of works exhibited:
Le Petit Déjeneur sur la Route d’aprés Manet, 1979
La Traviata I and II, 1980
Gesichtsstudien I: Jeune Femme-CH, 1981/82
Gesichtsstudien IV: DESERT, 1981
Die Tee-Zeremonie: Heimweh, 1982. With Christine Brodbeck
Discours des Montagnes à la Mere, 1984
Videoskizzen 1—6, 1985 (Fleurs-Fenêtre, Joie, TOURS de force, Louis XIV, La Gente,
Die Schildkröte schweigt)
Discours des Montagnes à la Mere: Etat de choses – Etat d’urgence, 1985-1988,
Collection Vögele Kultur Zentrum
Discours des Montagnes à la Mere: Der Aufstieg / Der Abstieg, 1988/2019
Discours des Montagnes à la Mere: Die Hände, 1988
Horizontal Waltz for Left and Right Handcameras, 1989. With Monica Klingler
1 Room for 2 Women and 2 Cameras, 1989. With Monica Klingler
Geriatrie 1A – das Hohelied, 1991
Documentation of Holzperformance, Kunsthaus Zürich, 1981

